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Quantitative toxin detection at ultra-trace levels.
Consumable food and cosmetic products are often adulterated with harmful substances to achieve
desired colors or content (Figure 1).[1] These adulterants can cause severe health adversities and even
death. Thus, rapid and timely identification of the toxins, often present in trace levels (parts-per-million
(ppm) to parts-per-billion (ppb)), is critical in ensuring the safety of products before they reach
consumers.

Figure 1. Various examples of major incidences over the past decades: high toxicity in pesticide such as DDT, major
food adulteration incidences such as melamine in diary powder and illegal dye in food products. [2,3,4]

Silver Factory Technology’s PowerSERS sensing substrates are designed and engineered for ultratrace
identification and quantification of food and cosmetic adulterants. Our PowerSERS sensing substrates
are made using high density of Ag nanocube metacrystals to maximize SERS hotspot density per unit
area and give rise to ultrahigh SERS signal output. Moreover, PowerSERS chip exhibits excellent signal
reproducibility with < 3% in signal variation across a large measuring area, allowing highly accurate
quantification. Here we showcase the superior performance of our PowerSERS substrates for SERS
profiling and detection of several food and industrial toxins beyond ultratrace levels. Our findings clearly
indicate PowerSERS and SERS as a powerful toxin analysis method, which can be seamlessly incorporated
in current analytical protocol for product quality control.
We first illustrate the SERS detection of Malachite Green (MG, also known as aniline green or Victoria
green B) – a veterinary drug residue found in fish and aquaculture products (Figure 2A). [5] MG was widely
used in fish farming due to its assumed antifungal and antibacterial property, but was banned by the
United States’ Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1983 due to its significant health risk as a potential
mutagen.[6] The European Commission requires testing methods for MG detection to have a 2-ppb
detection limit (LOD).[7] Currently, the detection of MG is performed using liquid chromatographyrelated techniques, which requires dedicated lab-based equipment and impractical to perform on-site.
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Figure 2. (A) Molecular structure of Malachite Green (MG). (B) SERS spectra of MG samples of 400 ppb to 0.04
ppb (40 ppt) on PowerSERS substrates, in comparison to blank spectrum (without MG). (C) Quantitative intensityconcentration calibration curve of MG detection.

Using only 1 µL of aqueous MG solutions of varying concentrations from 4 ppm to 40 ppt, a drying time
of 10 minutes, and a SERS accumulation time of 1 second/data point, we are able to obtain clear and
specific molecular fingerprints of MG molecule with the PowerSERS substrate (Figure 2B). The signature
peaks of MG (highlighted), such as ~1597 and 1619 cm-1 (ring C-C stretching), ~1367 and 1398 cm-1 (Nphenyl stretching), ~798 cm-1 (out-of-plane C-H vibration) and ~919 cm-1 (ring skeletal vibration)
collectively form a signature SERS profile of MG that distinguish it from other molecules. [8] Notable, we
are able to obtained observable 1597 and 1619 cm-1 signals even at 40 ppt concentration (equivalent to
0.1 nanomolar, nM). The signal intensity can be quantitatively tallied with the corresponding
concentration, allowing accurate quantitative detection over 5 orders of concentration magnitudes
(Figure 2C).
This example clearly exemplifies the capability of PowerSERS substrate for rapid and quantitative toxin
detection at ultratrace levels. The analysis is straightforward, requires less than 30 minutes and offers
superior quality of spectroscopic fingerprint profiles.
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SERS profiling of food and industrial toxins.
Using the same protocol, we extend the profiling and detection to a series of other classes of food and
industrial toxins, namely Erythrosin B and Amaranth (food adulterants), Orange II, Sudan I, Rose Bengal,
Benzo[a]pyrene and Melamine (banned food toxins), Hydroquinone (regulated cosmetics toxin), Crystal
violet (veterinary drug residue) and Paraquat Dichloride (herbicide).
The PowerSERS substrates successfully capture the molecular fingerprints of all toxins with detection
limit ranging from ppm to ppb, and even ppt levels (Table 1).
Table 1. Food and industrial toxin profiling using PowerSERS substrates.
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Moreover, the ultrahigh SERS enhancement of PowerSERS substrates exhibit clear fingerprints that can
differentiate molecules with similar molecular structures. For example, Orange II and Sudan I are closely
resembling molecules with a lot of overlapping peaks. But the spectra obtained using our PowerSERS
allow us to clearly differentiate the spectral profiles of these two molecules, even at low concentrations
(ppm to ppb levels). Figure 3 demonstrates the spectral differences between Sudan I and Orange II
(highlighted), which are critical to eliminate false-positive detection.

Figure 3. Differentiation between closely resembling molecules Sudan I and Orange II via SERS analysis.

In overall, we have demonstrated the ultrasensitive identification and quantification of common toxins
and adulterants used in consumable products. The PowerSERS substrates provide a highly reliable
analysis platform that bring about high resolution and quantitative spectroscopic profile of a large library
of molecules beyond parts-per-billion levels. Our PowerSERS sensing substrate is immensely useful for
instantaneous on-site quality control of products, which can replace current time-consuming lab-based
analytical protocols.

Experimental details: 1 µL of toxin solution (all are prepared in water, except benzo[a]pyrene – prepared in ethanol/toluene (10:1 v:v)) is
drop-casted on PowerSERS substrate and dried. Raman measurement is performed with Nanophoton RAMANTouch 532 nm laser, under
20 objective lens, 0.08 mW, 1 second exposure time. Each spectral data is averaged over 8 random areas on the substrate at the target
area. Spectra are subjected to baseline subtraction to remove fluorescence contribution.
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